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ABSTRACT

The NRC first accepted the WVestinghouse Boiling-Water-Reactor Transient Analysis Code, BISON, for

referencing in US licensing applications in October 1989. The BISON code has since been extensively
applied to the performance of plant transient analysis for licensing applications since that time.

Outside the US, BISON has been further used for transient, analysis related to fuel reloads, extended
power uprates, and plant modernizations. Plant control systems have also been modeled in detail'using
the SAFIR control system simulator and modeling tools and, extensively validated. SAFIR is a code
package containing a selection of standard control components, and.logical functions that can be coupled

for use with any transient code such as BISON.

In the US. BISON has been mainly used in fuel. reload licensing analysis and the plant control systems are
not explicitly simulated. Instead, the effects of the control systems are sihmulated by thle use of
conslervativc time-dependent boundary conditions.

This, report is theAthird supplement to RPA 90-90-P-Az "BISON -A One Dimensional Dynain c Analysis
Code for Boiling Water reactors," Reference 1. The report.documents the use of SAFIR; iinconjunction
witl thle approved transient analysis code, BISON, to mod~l plant systemsimportantto the-balance-of-

plant resPonse, thus satisfying and.eliminating Condition 6 of the BISON topical report by denionstrating
that SAFIR is capable of modeling control systemns consistent with the proyvisions of CENPD-300-P-A,
"Reference Safety Report for Boiling WaterReactor Fuel." Reference 3;

This report also presents the process for control system.model development, verification and validation
using SAFIR in conjuinction with an NRC approved transient code ^suc~has in, this case!BISON, as well as
describing and demonstrating the. SAFIR code itself.

The main purpose of this .report is to obtain NRC approval of the SAFIR, code: and the-processý that wilt be
used to develop, vemirV, and validate modeling of control systems using SAFIR in combination withi .an

approved: transient analysis code.

Th-is repoirt describes tlhe standard components.and logical functions included in SAFIR along withthe
validation and verification process that is followed for. the addition of components and .models.
Application of thermethodology to build-in controltsystems-using basic SAFIRcoimponents is also
presented including validation of the more complex plani system models.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The Westinghouse transient analysis methods are described in the Licensing TopicallReports (LTRs)
RPA 90-90-P-A. "BISON - A One Dimensional Dynamic Analysis Code for Boiling Water Reactors,"
Reference 1, CENND-292-P-A. "BiSON- One Dimensional Dynamic Analysis Code for Boiling Water
Reactors: Supplement I to Code Description and Qualification", Reference,2, and WCAP-,16606-P-A
"Supplement 2 to BISON Topical Report RPA 90-90". Reference 4.

RPA 90-90-P-A describes the BISON transient code and the code qualification for BWR transient
analyses and was approved for use in license applications by the U.S. NRC in 1989. CENPD-292-P-A
was submitted to introduce changes and upgrades to the methods in order to address some of the SER
restrictions on fthe::original LTR. The second LTR was approved in-19952 WCAP-l16606-P-A was
submitted to introduce changes related to ATWS calculations and to increase the range ofverification-to
higher pressures andsteam qualities. This third LTR was approved in 2007.

The transient analysis design bases and overall reload methodology are summarized in the Reference
Safety Analysis Report for BWR Reload Fuel, Reference 3. T'he methodology is currently used by
Westinghouse for introducing new fuel designs into boiling water nuclear power plants in the U.S.

Outside the U.S., BISON has been used for transient analysis related to fuel reloads, extended power,
uprates and plant modernizations. Control systems have then been modeled in detail using SAFIR.
Using, these models SAFIR has also been extensively validated. SAFIR is a code package containing a
selection of standard control components and logical functions that can be coupledlo any transient Code.

In the U.S. BISON, along with the hot channel model SLAVE, has long been found acceptable for
licensing of reload transients used in fuel reload analysis. Control systems are not explicitly simulated by
BISON, but the effects-of the control systems are simulated' by conservative time-dependent boundary
conditions.

This report is tliethird supplement to RPA 90-90-P-A, "BISON - A One Dimensional. Dynamic Analysis
Code for •B6iling Water Reactors," Reference 1, and airms to document how SAFIR is used in conjunction,
withBISON to model plant systems important to the balance-of-plant and thereby -eliminate Condition 6
of the BISON topical report by demonstrating SAFIR is capable of modeling control systems consistent
with. the provisions of CENPD-300-P-A, "Reference Safety Report for Boiling Water Reactor Fuel,"'
(Reference. 3).

'This Report describes the SAFIR control system simulator and generic modeling tools for use for
performing licensing basis analysis. SAFIR is a stand-alone modeling tool for-simulation of plant
systems, including control systemsi in conjunction with approved transient modeling codes such as
BISON., As inthe case of the SLAVE model, BISON output data is retrievable~forffurther use for a
SAFIR control system model. Qualification .of the SAFIR. control system simulator aind turbine, assembly
model provides the necessary examples and documentation of the SAFIR modeling capabiliies,
performance, and qualifications, for NIRC staff review and approval. SAFiR is capable of modeling
varioustypes of Iransients which inclUde, but not limited to, Load Reje6tion,, Turbine Trip, Core Power or
Pressure changes, and valve failures.
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For this reason a process for model development, verification and validation using SAFIR and a NRC
approved transient code, in this case BISON, is described and demonstrated as well as the SAFIR code

itself.

" The Westinghouse definition of verification is to show the functionality and to ensure that
requirements are fulfilled.

• The, Westinghouse definition ofvalidation is to show the behavior compared with reference data

like e.g. measurement data.

The main purpose of this amendment is to license the SAFIR code~andthe process.that uses the SAFIR

code to develop, verify, and validate control systems in combination with licensed transient codes.

2 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

2.1 SUMACNIRY

SAFIRhas'beenused for many years outside of the: United States to model plant response both in steady-
state and trAnsient analysis. In this report the SAFIR model process is demonstrated against two BWR
plants, t ]'" in Sweden and Hamaoka-5 in: Japan. The SAFIR model process will be
demonstrated by:

9 A description of SAFIR components and how they connect intomodels such as control systems
including interaction with the transient code BISON is presented.

* A description of the SAFIR component verification and validation process including an example
is presented.

*.A description of the SAFIR model verification and validation process including two examples is
presented.

o A SAFIR built turbine controller model for the[ I ,'plant in Sweden is
used to demonstrate the complete process of model development. verification and
validation. In this case the final validation consists of a comparison between different

measured and calculated internal controller signals as well as turbine valve positions vs.
time.

c Startup tests from the Japanese ABWR plant Hamaoka-5 are used to further demonstrate
the yalidation process. In this validation the capabilities of BISON and SAFIR to

simulate the plant response during transient startup tests are shown. In those simulations
detailed models are used for the Recirculation Flow Control System, the Turbine Control

System, and the Feedwater Control System.
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"2.2 CONCLUSIONS

Theý SAFIR plant models described in this report provide an accurate simulation against expected
behavioi (verification) and measurement data including actual plant transients (validation).

Based, on the information provided in this report: it is concluded that-

0 SAFIR.is capable of simulating plant. dynamic boundary conditions

0 SA1_R is capable of modeling simple and complex plant systems including control systems

0 SAFIR is compatible with approved NRC methodology codes

e Applications of SAFIR will be consistent with NRC approved methodology, e.g. for transient
analysis asdescribed in Reference 3.

* The development, verification and validationprocess ensures that SAFIR models can be
developed to a desired functionality.

Therefore, SAFIR can be used to model plant control. systems and analyze plant perfbrmance during.
stezidy-state operations as well as transient conditions.

The SAFIR code, is a generic tool which can be used with any type of simulation code for any type of
yplantwhere the interaction of control systems with a simulated process is required. The only requirement
isý that there is an, interface between the simulation code and. SAFIR.

Inlthis report, however, only application to BWRs is shown. In this case BISON is the transient code
jinteiracting with SAFIR. but other dynamic BWR codes that are approved for theý application by the N-RC
may be us'ed provided the model development and the verification and validation process isfollowed.
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4

3 SAFIR BASIC DESCRIPTION

3.1 INTRODUCTION

SAFIR is a code with a selection of standard components that can be used to model BWR balance of plant
responses, such as control systems. These components include mathematical operators (e.g. adder,
multiplier), Boolean operators (e.g. and, not, or), filters (e.g. first- and second-order low pass filters), etc.
'Each component has a specific set of input and output parameters which can be tested against an expected
,solution. Components can be coupled together to form more complex systems or part of systems. When
components are combined they are called a ".Macro" or a "model" as described in Section 3.4 and 3.5.
Macros and niodels are not part of the source code, but specified as inputby the user.

SAFIR is a code that through user input can be used to simulate most types of control systems or logical
functions. SAFIR can, be used both forsimulation of digital systems like digital control systems as well
,as analog systems.

The flexibility of SAFIR allows for building in predefined system malfunctions that can be triggered from
input.

The following type of building components are the bases for SAFIR:

* Components (basiccomponents incl uded in the source tenn)

* Macro: components (combining two or more basic or macro components)

* Models (combining basic and macro components to build systems)

* Signals (connecting components)

Fo6ra tiansient code e.g. BISON, it is requifed thatSAFIR is compiled and loaded as a part of the,
ýtransient code. The communication interface between SAFIR and the transient code using signals has to
be defined. For BISON this interface is described in. Section 318
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5

3.2 COMPONENTS

A component is afunction that based on different inputs computes an algorithm and generates an output
at. a specific samplingtime. The input connections mayconnect to a constant or a time dependent value
(a "signal"), theoutput will be a time dependent value. calculated each TS second..

Consider the below example of a component "COMPW" that compares the input values, IN1 and 1N2 aI
each TS second and then generates the output OUT. OUT is .EALSE. if IN] <= IN2 or OUT is ,TRUE. if
INI > IN2. ININ2 and TS are "input connectors" and OUT is an "output connector".J N 1. C ON' OUT

IN2

7TS

Figure 3-1 Component

3.3 INSTANCE

Ac6inponent like COMWP described, above, can be seen essentially as a component type. Each component
thatis part of a macro:,or model is requiredto have a unique name. The name will fonn an instance of tile
,component type and deseiibes which connectors are used and What signals or values that are associated

with each connector. In thne example below an instance named #1 is defined as the COMIP component
,wiith signals IN Az,"!NB, TSI and Z attached. Thiis can typically be drawn as:

ýINA INi COMiP OUT Z

TS-- 1 TS

Figýre 3-2 Instance of a comPonent

3.4 MACRO

A macrois auser defined ftinction consisting of a set of components. The defined macro can be used in
the same way as one single component. Macro components can be less complex than models.

3.5 MODELS

A modelis a combination of at leastltwo components. Considar.the COMP:component from the
d&fnitidtn above and-imagine tvo:COlvW components put together. This forms a very simple model as
showfnibelow. It§i-now ev0ident the need to have different names of the two components tobe able to
distinrguish between them.
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Figure 3-3 Model

3.6 SIGNALS

A signal is avariable that can change with time. Signals are:used to connectIcomponents into~models, as
well as connections between mnodels. Signals also serve as the connection,between components/models
and the transient code..

IN- INI COMP OUT IN O P OUT
N - IN2 #1 JN2 .#2

TS1 TS TS2 TS 9

INC

Figure 3-4 Signal

In the above example, a signal INA is connected to the input IN1i of COMv[P#1, INBtojdN2. of C• IP #n,
INC to IN2 of COMP #2 and so on. Thie signal Z is slightly different since'it, conngts :theoutputoTT'
from COMP #1 to the input IN1 of COMP 2. The conibinedfunction uses the output from COMP #2
and connects this to signalY.

The following. signal definitions apply:

An input signal is connected to one orseveral component(s) input conniectors. it maybe changed
by the user and can be connected from an output of another component. INA, iNB1 INC, TSI,
TS2 ,and Z arejinput signals in the above example.

An output signal is~connected to exactly one component output cofinnector and will be ccalulated
according to the &omponent. An output signal may be assigned anýinitialvalue at time zero by the
uset. Z and Y are 'o'tp'ut signals in the above example.-
An internal. signal connects between component outputadinput connectors: These signals are

local in, a model and will not interact with other models. Zis an internal signal in the above
exampple

3.7 INITLALIZATION ,OF SIGNALS

SAFIRautomatically assigns Values to model output signals forthesteadVstate solutiOnbased onknown

input signals and the-standard component response.

WCAP- 17079-NP OdtOber 20,O9
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Generally the output of a component changes only by changing the input signal(s).

'There is however one exception to this, when a component that does not have a clear steady-state
relationship between input and output because the history is unknown. Such components are typically

o Set/reset switches where last set or reset is not known (not initialized) so the output is unknown in
the steady-state solution.

* All types, of components (hat contain historical infornation, e.g. integrating control components,
-may have :a different steady-state solution than zero as output.

* Components that feed back the output to an input.

For this feason SAFIRhas the option to initialize the.steady-state output of components to a prescribed
value.

Initialization may be to0a fixed number-or to the steady-state value of a signal that is user defined or an
output signal defined by a previous SAFIR model or the transient code.

3.8 MODEL.COMMUNICATION

Communication between models can only be made w.ith signals-that connectoutputs from one model to
inptitS of other models.

In this sense: thetransient code that uses SAFIR is considered to be a.model with outputs and inputs Which
are communicated with SAFIR. The input signals from BISON to SAFIR are listed in Table 3-1 below as
well asthe:outputs-from SAFIR toBISON.

Fofthe BISONcode implementation of SAFIR the input and-output signal connections consist of, but are-

xnotlirnited to,: the signals in Table 3-1 below.

Table,-3-1 BISON Input and Output Signals

"Parameter IN. OUT Comment (usage in a model).

TMransient tim e_ X For time control

,Steam :dome.pressure X Typically for measurement
Pressuie at specified elevation in the downcomer x Typically for level measurement

Average Power Range Monitor . X Typically for measurement
Reciiculation, flow X - Typically for measurement
Recircmulation pump'speed for each pump X -X Can not- be set in steady-state.
_ __ - Typically for power control

-Recirculafion pump -motor momentum for each pump X Typically for power control
:Recirculation punmip angular speed for each pump X Typically for power control
Noninal fecirculation flow X For normalization
Nominal steam flow X. For normalization

1 Noiiinal electrical power output X For normalization
,Nominal steam dome pressure X For norm alization
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Noniinal thermial power N For nomalization

L Electrical power output X Typically for power control

Reactor two-phase water level X Typically for water level

indication

Feedwater temperature X X Can not be set in steady-state since

it is calculated by the energy
balance

Feedwater flow x X Can not be set in steady-state since

it is calculated by the energy
balance

Core support plate pressure drop X Typically for flow measurenient.
Scram signaI:(.TRE./.FA,,LSE) X X Set also by BISON if built-in

models are activated.

Recirculation pump runback signal (.TRUE.I.FALSE.) x X Set also by BISON if built-in

models are activated.

'Recirculation pump trip signal for each pump x X Set also by BISON if built-in
(TRUE.FALSE) models are activated. -

Pressure in all-steam line nodes N Typicallyvfor pressure control

'Flow in all steam line nodes X Typically for pressure control
Pressure in all steam line valves X Typically for modeling.self

closure and relief valves actuated

on local pressure.
Flow in flow controlled steam line valves., X X Not in steady-state. To control'
(e.g. TCV,TSV,BPV,SR-V) _valve flows

Areas Of area controlled main steam line valves NX To control MSIV closure

-.(eg. MSIs)

Autxiliary feedwater etc start signal, flow and enthalpy X Typically for -IPCI, LPCI etc

Boron solution taa signal and flow X Typically for ATWS boron
shutdown

If anew input.or output:connector is requested this will be added to the code using the standard code
.updte proceduires.

3.9 NUMERICS

3.9.1 Sampling Time

All SAVR domponents can have their own individual sampling time.

FOr digital conitrol0systems different m6dels or even components can have individual sampling times.

A. For a digital control system the rkequiremeni on individual component sampling time shall be that
of the,.real plant component...
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For an analog system a similar sampling time does not exist. However, the transient code itself is digital.
so this determintes ftie requirement for the component-sampling time.

*For an analog control system the sampling time shall notbe'longer than the..transient code time
step.

3.10 AVAILABLE COMPONENTS

The available verified and validated-basic components are listed in.Table 3-2below. More, components
can be added ,to the code'following the Westinghouse: standard quality assurance, processes for code
changes.

Common for all c'omponeritsis the sampling time TS. Most comionents also have a maximum and:
minimum limitation defined by MAX and MIN.

Many components ca.als6' peffr6m,, a balancing function denoted "follbwing' •which ipeans, thaitthe
output signal connection OUT Will follbw the external reference Signal c6nnhet~d.:to tlheinputconnection
F. Following is started when component input connector CF is set to ,TRUE. and stops when CF'is reset
toFALSE.

Following means that the outpUtOUT, is set to:the:signal or value connected to the input connection F as
long as CF-is -TRUE.

Boolean-.FALSE. and' .TRUE. are siinulated'with floating number where .FALSE is 0 and .TRUE. is 1,
the tlhreshold between .FALSE. and ,.TRUE. is set to.0.5 where floating numbersielss than O,5, are
considered .FALSE.

SAFIR components are described inTable 3-2 below. In the table "1:" denotes simulationtime 'inthe
digital output.

Table 3-2 SAXliR' Components

Function Description Input Output.
TNT Integrator IN, K, T•I, Transfer function.

lINT (INTegrator) is us~d'6 TS;MIN. G(S): =K -1/(sTO)::
give an 'integration.effect. 'The MAX-, F,

output:signal cah be limited to, CF bUT(t) - K(t) -T'S/T)ft: * + OU•N (tt-TIS)
liinit values specifidd'by input
MN4 and I\AX. The 'balanc:inhg

function permits the6 output
signaltot follow .an external.
referenc .and,p-rmits a

bum!plss return tomthe normali
function, The main •rboperty

when contr61ling is thatthe
output,signal, retains sitsyvalue

when the, inputisigral IN(t)_ ,0 ..........
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PI PI-controller
P1 (Proportional Integrating) is
used as a standard P1-regulator
for serial compensation in
feedback systems. The output
signal can be limited to limit
values specified by input MIN

and MNLA. The balancing
function permits the output
signal to follow an external
reference and permits a

bumpless return tothe normal
functionm,

IN, K, TI,
TS, MIXV
MIAX, F,

CF

Transfer function
G(s) = K -.(I + I 1(sWI))

OUT(t) = K(t)- (I .TS/TI(t)) - I(t) -
K(t)- lIN(t-TS) + OUT(t-'S)

PIpý 'PIP-controller-
PIP (Proportional.Integrating:
Proportional) isMused tosgive a
proportional effect and.a.limited,
integration effect. The output

signal in'steady-state is
proportional to the input sigfial.

The output signal c-n. be! limited
to limit values specified by
inputM[N and MA,. The

balancing function tpermits the
output signa Fto follow: an
e.-terrnal-reference andpernits a
bumpiess return to,•tenornal.
function.

'IN, KI'T 1,
T2, TS,

MAX, F,
CF

The transfer ftnction

G(s) K (l+sT 1) / (1 +sT2), where TI < T2

OOUT(t -K(t)° (C1. -EN(t) - C2. IN(t-TS)) +
C3 - OUT(t-TS), where T I < T2

where

C.j =.(2. TI(t) + TS) / (.2. T2(t) 4- TS)
C2 (2: TI(t- T S) /(2- T2(t) + TS)
C3 = (2Q T2(t) - TS ) / (2- T2(t) + TS)

PDP PDP-controller
PDP (Pr bprtional Derivating
Proportional) isused to give a'

proportionaleffect and:a imaited

derivationveffect.. The output
signal- in steady-state:iis
proportionaljto the input signal.
The o9itit signal can be;limited

to limit values specified by'
!ipput 4and MAX. The:'

balancing function permit•sthe

'output signalto follow,:an,
,,external reference and permits a,

bumpless retufrnto the normal.
functibiir

IN, K, T15
T2, IS,
MIN,

MAX, F,
CF

;Transfer function

G(s) - K -.(lIsT1) / (I -sT2') where TI > T2

,OUT(t) K(t) - (Cl -IN(t) - C2 * 1N(t-TS)) +
C3 - OUT(t-TS), where TI > T2

Where
CI (- TI(t) I4S) / (2 - T2(t) + TS)
C2 .(2-TTl(t)- TS)Y. (2 .T2(t) + TS)
C3 (2 - T2(t) - TS(' ) / 2T2(t) + TS)

DERIV Physica'Lderivative j'iN, K-,'I, 'Transfer function.
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DERIV (DERI VatOr) is used to
give a derivation effect. The
derivation effect can be limited
with the filter function, which.
serves as a low pass filter. The
output signal can be limited to
luin it values specified by input
M]VJN and MAX. The balancing
function permits the output
signal to follow an external
reference and.permits a
bumpless.retum to the normal
function.

TF, TS;
MIlIN,
MAX F,

CF

G(s) =K sTD/(I+sTF)

OUT(t) K(t). (Cl1, IN(t) + C2* -IN(t-TS)) +
C3 - OUT(t-TS)

.where

C 1 2 - TD(t) / (2 * TF(t)Q+ TS)
C21 ..-- C1

C3 =.(2 - TF(t)- TS}/'(2 .,TF() + T+S)

LOWP1 I st order low pass filter
LOVP I (LOW Pass filter I -
pole) is used as a single pole:
low pass filter. The output
signal can be limited to limit
values specified by input MIEvN
and MAX. The balancing

function permits the output
signal to follow an. external
reference and permit.s a
bumpless return to the normal
function.

IN, K, T

TS; MN~,
MAX, F,

CF

Transfer function

,OUT(t) = K(t)(Cl IN() +C2 *N(t!TS)IL

:C3 -OUTTt-,TS)
where:

Cl ( 1S(2).1g2 T(t + TS)

C2 , Cl
C-3-(2: T(f) =T'S),/ (2 T:(t) + .TS)'

LO\NP2 2nd order low pass filter
LOW-P2 (LOW Pass filter 2-
pole) is used as a 2-pole low
pass filter. The output signal
can be limited to limit values
specified by input MIN ind
MAX. The balancing function
perm its the output signal to
follow an external reference and

permits a bumpless return to the
normal function.

IN. K, TI,

T2, D, TS,
MINC

C:F

Transfer fundtion.
G(s) K K,(1 +sT1) / ((1+2, .:D ,,T2sT.):

oUT(t) K(t)-,. (CI e f_(0 + C2: *IN(t-TS)4÷

C3 f 1N(t- 2 *TS,)) + C4; OU-T(t-TS),
±,.C5 *.UT(t.-2. TS)

where
Q. ( .T2(t... - o. .. TSjT2(t),)

Cq2 Q.(8-2 a (TS:/T2(t)) 2 )
C3=Q, ((TS / T2(t))4," D2 TS (Tt )( IT,ý(,
QC4: Q- 1(I 2 2 4.(T S !T 2 2 )44-C5ý Q: ,4,(4 • pt). Tsi'T2(tO •OTs / T2,t)),--7.4)i

AMP Amplifier IN K, ITS, Trangfer functi6ji"
AMP (ANiPlifier) is used as aný lvMIN. G(s) K,
amplifier in feedback systems. MAX, F,
The output signal can be'limited cF 'OUT(t)- K(t) -N(t)
to limit values specified by
input MEN and MAX. The:
• balancing. function permits the I
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output signal to follow an
external reference.

DL]1. Dead band filter
DBRDead Band filter) is used as
a low amplitude filter for signal
changes less than a specified

dead band. The output signal

can belimited to lira it values
specified by input MIN and
MAX.

IN, K,

DEADB.,
TS., NMTN,
MAX

OlUT is dependent on the difference between the
input signal and the output signal of the previous
sample.
The input signal change related to the output

signal is calculated as

abs (iNht) - OUT(t - TS)).

If the input signal change is greater than or equal
to DEADB, the input signal is not processed:

OUT() = IN(t).

The input, signal change is amplified with a
factor K if the input signal change is less than
DEADB

OU'T(t)=OUT(t-TS)+K(t)- . N(t)-OlT(t-TS)),
that is, an outputsignal change which is
dependent on the difference between the input
signal and the output signal of the, previous

sample. This function correspondsto a first,
order filter.

.RAMP Ramp function.
RAMP (RAMP function) is
used to limit the speed of

ia.nge of a signal. The output
signal can be limited to limit
Values specifiedby inuttMfN

and !MAX. The balancing
function penits the output

signal to follow anWexternal
reference. The main property of

a'RAMP function is that the
output signal follows the input

§igrnal while the input sinal iis
rnitchanged more than the value

'spedified :at the step inputs(SITP
and.STN). If the input signal is
changedm ore than-so, the

,output signa l ik first changed by
STP or STN - depending on the
direction of change and the by

SLP or SLN -xpersecond until
the Value atihe input and 6utput

'are eaual.

IN, PSLP,

NSLP,
PSTP,

NSTP, TS,
MIN.
ILAX, F,
CF

The output signal is calculated,.with respect to

three differentcases.
IN(t) = OUT(t-TS)

No changes and the output signal is equal to the
input signal
IN(t) > OUT(t-TS)
OUT(t) = ni inG(t)., PSLP(t).TS + VP(t-TS) +

PSTP(t))

IN(t) < OUTvt-TS)
OUT(t) maxN((t) , SLN(t).-TS + VN(t-TS)

NSTP(t))
where

NJP(t)
AIN(t)

min(OUT(t),\VP(t-TS)÷PSLP(t).TS)

m ax(OUT(t),VN(t-T S)-NSLP(t).TS)

FUNK Function generator IN, The output signal is calculated as a piece by-
F ,UNK(F)Nction generatbr - . TAB(X), piece linear function determined by TAB(X):
variable) is used foir generation TS. _MN., For eachX-value.in TAB there is a
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of an optional function of I
variable, y = f(x). The function
is described by a number of co-

.ordinates. 'Linearinterpolation
is used for values between t hese
co.-ordinates. The output signal
can :be iamited to, limit values:

specified by input MIN and

MAX. The balancing function
,penriits-the output signal to
!follow an external reference.

M\4AX; F.

C1F
corresponding Y-value. The output signal is
calculated by means of interpolation between the:
two Y-values corresponding to the two X-values

in,TAB which surround the value of the input
signal IN(t).

OUT(Q = TAB(IN(t)

if the,.input signal is outside the range defined by

TAB(X),. the output signal is set to the first or
last value in TAB3(N) which is nearest the value

of the input sivnalTN(t)_
_______ _______ +

'PROF Profile generator
,A: function generator -time is
,usedlf6r generating a signal, the
v~alue 6fwhich varies: with time

in..accordance with a' optional
function. It is used'in
applications in which a process

s 'Sighal is to be controlled in

accordance with a

:predetermined sequence:
(profile) specified from a start
time. The output signal can be
liriiited to limit values specified

by inputME•N ahd MAX. The-
balancig function permitsthe

output signal to foll•.w an
e:externil ieference..

IN,
TAB(T),
START,

RESET.

HOLD,
DSTART,
EN, TS,

MAX, T S,

F, CF

The output signal is calculated as a piece by
piece linear function detennined by TAB(T).
For each T-value in TAB there is a

corresponding Y-vatue: The output signal is
calculated by means of interpolat ion between the
two Y-values Corresponding to the two T-values
ýin TAB(T) which are nearest the value of the
internal time. When either START or EN is set,

ihe internal timing; Internal time stops when

HOLD, is set orEN is reset.
When START or EN is set TRUE internal

timing commences and ts'rATr is set to t.

OUT(t) = TAB(t-tSTART)

When HOLD is set .TRUE. or EN is set
YFALSE..
OUT(t) is frozen
When HOLD is set FALSE.
OUT(t) continues to follow TAB
When RESET is set .TRUE.

Intemralktime is reset to zero and OUT(t) =

TAB(O)

DSTART T ay be used to reset the internal,

timing tsTART to t when disengaging the
-f6ollwinp function. The o.utput signal will be
frozen until OUT(t) = TAB(t-tsTARr).

OM-. Switch " , IN, GATEis .FALSE. -> OUT(t) lIN2(t).
;0K :isusedasa:onrnection GATE, TS GATE i.s TRUE. ->:OUT(t) =INi(t).
bleinent for, data,. The output MIN, MAX

,signal can belimniteddto limit

values sp6cified'by input IN
_______and =MAX. _________________

GVB , Limiter withhysteresis, IN, HIHGH; Hysteresis can not be explicitly given, but are set
GvB is used for limit value LOW; TS' to the diference betweenJIGHI and LOW.

monitoringof reail numbers.. HIGH > LOW
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OUT(t) is ,TRUE. when TN(t) is greater than

1-11HGH
OUT(t) = FALSE when IN(t) is less than LOW
HIGH <-LOW

OUT(t) = .FALSE. when IN(t) is greater than

LOW

OUT(t) = .TRIUE when IN(t) is less than HIGH

M2G At least two gate IN P ,2" Determines if at least two of IN1(t),lIN2(t ...
.M2G isused to determine when .... IN_, INN(t) are TRUE.

at least two Boolean signals are TS, M\fN. If that is the case, OUT(t) = TRUE.

set. The output signal can be MVN
limited to limit Values specified
by input MIN and i\LAX.

MV ~v` Midvalue selector IN.I, IN,, One or three inputsiw-ial(s)
'MVV 4is used to calculate the 'IN3. IN4, OUT(t) = is set to the middlemost input signal
miedian value ofta maximunm of TS. MN. value.

four input signals. The output .N4_ANX Two or four input signals
signal can be lim ited to limit OUT(t) is calculated as the arithmetic mean of
values specified'by input MUN the two rmiddlemost input signal values.

and UNX.

SUMi 'Adder IN1 , IN, L INT (t)± IN 2(t) 4, ... + INN(t))

:UlvJ is used for addition of an .... INN,

optional number input values. TS, MN.,

The output signal can be limited N/LAX
to limit values:specified by

........ input.MNN and MAX.
SUB ýSubtractor INI, 1Th OrT(t) 7IN,(t) - IN 2(t)

'SUB isuserd for subtraction of TS, NUN,
two input values. The output MAX
signal can be trnh ited to limnit

va~lues specified by input NIIN
and MAX.

MU;LNT ... :Mutivler JNI, IN2, :.oUT(f)= INI (t)' IN2(t) ... INN(t)

MULT is used ..o INr

multiplication of an optional TS3, NvIIN
nihniber input values. The M\kA, X
Output signal can be lim ited to

limit-values specified by input
MN and MAX.

DIV Divider IN,, IN2. OUT(t) ,INi(t)./iN2(t)

',DIV is usedfor divisioni of two T S, MIN,
input values. The output signal NMAX

.can be' limited to limit values

'specified by input MAIN and
'M AX ............
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AND AND gate IN,, IN2, Boolean algeýbra notation
AND is used to form general , IN•, TS 01(t) LN.1(i) IN2 t) .. 1.NN(t)

combinatory expressions with The output is only set, to TRUE, when all input
Boolean variables. sigiaNs are set to TRUE...

OR ORgate TN, IN-2, Boolean algebra notati6n.
OR is used to form general .. INi, TS. OUT(tW = INi(t)+ jN 2(t) +. ... ± Ii(t)
combinatory expressions With The ouut;i :et: to.TRUE., if one inpuf signal is
Boolean variables. set to .TRUE.

NOT Inverter IMN TS Boolean algebra noqtation
NOT is used for inverting OUT(t) =1 IN(t)
Boolean variables.. The output is set to TRUE. ifthe iputsignalis

_______ FALSE.,:
SR Set/Resetswitch SET, OUT~t) .TRLE•: ,ifSET ;TRUE at the sanfe

SR (Set-Reset)0is used as a, RESET, TS time.thatftheRESIE T -FAL&SE
memory for Boolean variables. tOU(t) •.i4.SE• if:RESET. TRUE:

DELAY Delay element IN, TDON,. When tIiN()chaiges 6fro.mFAL'SE. to9,TRUE.,
Time delay on and off of TDOFF. OUT{t) =TRUE'vWith a delay I fTDON sec.
Boolean variables for use in 7S SWheiN(t)changes~from TRUR . to.FALS.,.
connection with combined OUT(t)- FALSE ,with.'a. dey of TDOFF se6d.
expressions. ...___ __• __ _.. .......

MIAX Maxi.nizer IN,. IN 2 . -OT(t)ma(Tiý(t); 1N2(tiN..., •T4•t))...,

LMX is used to select the . IN,
largest value: of an optional TS MIEN,
number ofinputs. 'The oUtput MAX
signal can be limited to limit
values. specified by input MIN
andMAX ....

IVMIN Minimizer 'IN,, IN2, OUT(t) =• r'fIfi(t),lN(Kt,.,., Nj(t).
MIN is used to. select the ... iN.N,

smallest value of anoptional TS; MN
number.ofinpputs. The output MAX
signal can be limi ted to limit

value's specified by input MIN
and MAX.

COMP Comparator INIJ,1N2, If iNi (t)> IM2(tt Q&> OUT(t) -_TRUE.
COMP (COMNParator) is used to TS .If INlI <-N2(0 ) FAL SE.
compare two values. Output
signal. is Boolean.

,ALARM Alarm IN, Alarm. pring fauhtion, The.stritig to'be erinted.
ALARM is, acomparator bf twoz ABOE, •is..giv en a.inpuýt:to doonnecti.n.ALARM
V alues used with a printout BELOW, IfAB0N/TOis.: giv &en;,,,
.function. .Output signal is AL IN(t) >A1.OVE ALARM.i§s rintedd
Boolean. TS If BEL-OW is given:.

ITfN(t) -. BELOW ALARMihs printed.
________~~~~~~ ___________________OT(t) .-TRUE. if'NLIJARM has be'en prifted
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ABDS /Anplifier with absolute value

output
ABS is used to form the
absolute value of the input
signal. The absolute value can

be multiplied with an optional
value. The output signal can be
limited to limit values specified

by input MIN and &LAX The
balancing function permits the

output signal to follow an
external reference.

IN., K1,
MIEN,

MNkX, F,

CF

OUT(t) = K(t) abs(IN(t))

SIN Sinus generator AMLPL. When START is set FALSE. OUT(t) = AVER
SIN (SINus generator) is used FREQ, When START is set .TRUE. tSTART is set to t.
to generate a sinus oscillation AVER, OUT(t) = AVER-+ A.PL sin(2tE (t- tsTART)"

The output signal can be limited START, FREQ)

to limit values~specified by TS, MEN,
input MIN and MAXK MAX

TM Triangular wave generator AMPL, When START is set FALSE. OUT(t) = AVER

TRI (TRIangular wave FREQ, An ongoing wave will continue until the AVER
generator) is used to generate a AVER, value is reached, the. output signal will thereafter

triangular wave oscillation. The START, freeze at value AVER.
output signal can be limited to TS, MII,
lniIt values specified by input MAN When START is set TRUE. tsTART is set to t.

.MN and MAX. X = mod(t- tsT.ART:, 1/FREQ)

If X<I /(4-FREQ)

OUT(t) = X /(1( 4- FREQ ))AMPL +

AVER
If X <2(4 oFREQ)

OUT(t)= -(N - 1( 4- FREQ))/(1,/(4
FREQ )) * AMPL + AMPL + AVER

If X <3/(4 .FREQ)

OUT(t) = - (N - I / (2 FR.EQ)) / (1 4/ (
FREQ )) A•MP-L 4 AVER

otherwise
OUT(t)= X - 3( 4 FREQ))/ (1 41 IFREQ

) AMIvhPL- -AMPL + AVER

RECT, Rectangle wave generator AMPL, When START is set .FALSE. OUT(0t -AVER
RECT (RECTangular wave FREQ, •When START is set. TRUE. tsTART is set to t.
gener'ator)Q:is used to generate a AVER, X N mod(t- tSTART, 1/FREQ) - 0. 5,FREQ
rectangular wave oscillation. START, If X < 0 -> FX = 1, otherwise FX I-

The output signal can be limited TS. MEN, OUT(t) - AVER + ANII'L, FX

Ao limit values specified by MAX

input MIN and MAX.

WCAP-17079-NP October;2009
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UNI Uniform noise.generator A. B, TIhe generated noise is uniformly distributed
UNI (UNIform noise generator) START, between A and B. The noise generator is
is used to generate uniform TS, N11, started when S'IART is set to .TRUE.. If
distributed noise, The output MLAN START is set to .FALSE., tile noise

signal can be linmited to limit generator gives the average value (A + B)/2
.values specified by input MIlN as the output. If the generator has been
and MAX. started and the start signal is set back to

.FALSE.. the generator will immediately
stop generating noise and the output will'be

theaverage value (A + B)/2.
NORM1 Nornil noise generator AVER, OUT(t) = normal distributed noise with an,

NORM (NORMal noise SIGMA,, average value AVER and a standard
generator) is used to generate A\T- deviation SIGMA.
normal distributed noise. The -START, NORM is started when START is set to
ouput signal can be lim ited to TS, M-lN, .TRUE.
limiit values specified by input MAX If START is set to .FALSE., OUT(t)
1MIN and MAX. AVER.

ANT denotes the number of random values
used for generating each sample of noise,

PRBS P RBS noise generator A, B, O0TT(t) = pseudo-random binary sequences
PRBS (Pseudo Random Binary ORDER, (PRBS). PRBS generates a signil which1 is
Sequence generator) is used to START, either A or B.
.generate PRBS. The output TS, MlYN, PRBS is started when START is set to,
signal can be limited to limit MA,,EX .TRUE.
,values p.seCified by inputN MIN If START is set to ..FALSE., OUT(t) 0.

______ and :MAX.
SQRT Square-root function IN. K, TS, OUT(t) K(t) - sqrt(IN(t))

'SQRT (SQuare RooT) is used'to MNffl",.
calculate the square root of the MAX, F., If input signal: is less thani.'or equal to zero.-
input signal. The result'can be 'CF OUT(t) = 0 and ERR(1) 1
multiplied with an optional

value. 'The output signal can be
'limited to liniit values'specified

bvy input IlN and MAX, The

balancing function permits the
output signal:to follow an.
external referenice.

EKP Exponential. T I, D12, O.JT(t) IN2(t) exp(INI.(t)),
iEXP"(EXPonential) is used to TS1'k MIN,
calkulatethe exponenfial of the MAX
input signal. The result canbe

multiplied with iin optional
_1 value. The outputs.ignal canmbe

WCAP-'17079-NP october'2009
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limited to limit values specified

by inputMINand MANX.
PUMP Pump function RPM4, DP(t) RPM • abs(RPM) ( Y I + ( FLOW /

PUM calculates pressure setup FLOW, RPM - XI.) (Y2 - Y1)/-\2--X )
as a: function of flow and TAB(X),

angular velocity. The pumnp TS, MlI, For each X-value in TAB there is a
curve is specified as a table with MLAX corresponding Y-value. The output signal is
,gressure setup,(Y) versus flow calculated by means of interpolation between; the
(X): The input signal RPM two Y-values corresponding to the two X-values
shall be nornal.ized so that the in TAB3.
maximum angular velocity is

________I .0. ________________________
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3.11 LIMITATIONS

Within SAFIR the following:generfa limitations are: applied:

A signal can poy te connected to one single output

e A model must haVe at least-one input signal.

*p An instance 6fa ,componentimust have a unique name,.within a model.

WCAP-l 7079-1Ž.W 
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4 COMPONENT VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION PROCESS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The additionof a component to SAF-R follows the, Westingiouse standard quality ,assurance processes

both for the implementation Verification and validation when riquired.

Components that may be added by the described procedure shall only consist ofa simple transfer
function.

An example of verification for a comllponern is shown in Section 4.4 below.

4.2: VERIFICATION

The. Westinghouse definitiono6f-verification isto showithe functionaility of the component and to ensure
that the component fulfills the requirements.

Once a component is defined and implemented it has to be verified. The verification is designed to showy+
the implementation of the component is in agreement with the functional requirements and the, algorithm
is correctly implemenited,

For simple comnponernts eg. 'an AND gate or .a SUM comohonent only a small set of verifications are
needed.

For-more complex components the verification becomes more extensive, to0 vify the furictionality. Such
verification can consist of comparisons with:

* Theoretical solution

* Code:to code0comparison

* Other mrethods of solutions:

4.3 VALIDATION

The Westinghouse definition of-validation is to show the component behavior coincides with the
reference data, e.g. measurement data.

Validation is only required for complex comp6nents which are empirical or designed to fit measurement
data. Such validation will be performed using .comparisons to measurement data.
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4.4 VERIFICATION EXAMPLE

4.4.1 PI component

4.4.1.1 Function

C~omponent.I Pis used to give a proportional effect- and anintegration effect. The output, signal will be
constant if the input signal.i§ 0. The~outoutsign,•.iCanb•,if fiited vqittin-limitvalues. The balancing
.function permits the oUtpUt signal to follow, external reference and peeits asmooth and bumpless

return to the normal function.

The Pi component main property in control mode is that itpe'nits -the integ&al sec!tion (portion), of the
function to retain its valie when the input signai is, 0,,lWhi.Ci•okeeps the outpuit is ignIal at a constant level.

'IN P1. OUT

-K

CF

,F
MI:N

MAX

TS

Figure 4-1 The PM component

IN represents the input signalname or value,. K can be u.sed( for amplificati6onif needed. TI iS the timhe
conStantfof integration. Tfis not allowed lto be smaller than TS, &and if TI<TS; TI is automatically set
equal to TS.. CF is.the logical signal name. thatimintiates followihg. IfCF isset to 1 (.TRUE.), the
component immediately Istarts to foilowihe ,ref&ernce Value of the ifiput F and the output is setlto the
value of the input F. If the value :atF is, not WWithin the output signallimits,, the output is set to -the limit
value concerned- On return to the nonrmalfuniction, the vilue of 'output during the last sample in
following remains during dne: sample time.,.after whichintgrAtiion will be peffoimed fro mthis value. TS
denotes the sampling time (s). M4AX specifi'eg-theaxim•u•mi aluen of the:tdutu signal and MIN specifies
the minimumvalue of the boutpUt siga!.. 1 UTis:thý 'oUtputsipal. The1 transfer-function, G(s), foi-,the Pf
component is:,

,G(s) +K
sTJ
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4.4.1.2 Requirements

TheF requirements, for thiis, component are as foliow'-s:

4.4.1.3 verification

For thliePicomponent, twoseparatte time-dependent verifications were' performed. The-first verification-tested the Iichtion as atinie-dependent case'with the optiofial-followingoption engaged.

The second verification 't~estedthe componenti ina time-dependent case' without the following option
engaged. Both positive and negative number,- were incorporated into the test cases. Boolean numbers
were alsoused to, turn the ;fol!0wing optidnlon"r. of. In choosing these two verifications,.all relevant
•a~sp~ects of the: conriponen~twere abl!e. to b'e aic'uratelytested•.

4,&A.,3i Tinme-Dependent PI'with Folloing - Time- Constant Test

The PI'coxmiponent may be execiite'd as;a tim&-dependent function with 'following. Three signals were

created -A,' ad D. The chafige'd overa five-sec6nd peiiod: See Figure 4-2 and Figure 4-3.

j* 'Signal A wýis fed:.itothxe diipuit c6nnieetor(JN).-

a Signal C represented the time constant ffor integration (input connector TI).

. Signal D represented the Boolean, signial to enable a following function (input connector CF).
,witih tlie reference ,vatuef6r f6olowingý(i nput, connectot F):set to 2.

-Thle a mptiafli'ont(K) was heltd: constafit atl iyand th output (output connector 0-T) was initialized to 0.

a,C

WCAP-l '7079-,NP- October 22009
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0006

,0.004

0:002

.'0

-0002-

40.004

4-0006.

r -A1

-_- _ II ____-.

1.2

0:8

0:6-

0A4'

0.2

0 4.

0 1' =2 3, ,4' 5

Time. [S]

0. 1' 2' 3. . :5
,tim~e:s

'Figure 4*L2 Sigpials A and C' ~Figu're 4r3, t Siga I D

Also tested in this verification were the maximum (MAX)): andminimum (N)output limitations, as
well, as result(s for settiffg-the time. constant (1):-for ihtegratioti to a ivdaU6 tfiat was 16ss, than the-samnplihg,
time :(TS). The chang&in.TI occurs at 4.5 seconds. No slope change" iPithe ouitput0occuls at this .ti'me, and
therefore: the requirement, thatT.I must. nofbe: less' than TS 'is'satisfied.

.Graphical resiAtsfor this time-.cpendenit case'withi the'followihg;optibfon cdn,.be'f6undiif,•n•Fgure g -vr4and
Figure 4-5.
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SAFIR VALIDATION PT-CONTROlI.I .lR WITh TRACKING

BISON-84 dir: /usbwr/dvllsafirhalidation rI/PlfrESTPII2 I FIG A-333B

SAFIR Solulion
z. Maximum

Minimum
A Tracking Value

0.

7r.

z
I I

- 1

Ln 0
........... ....... . .. .... ..

LII

C

-4--- [I

I

i
2

Time (s)
4 5

Figure 4-4 PI controller with following
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We.,inpghaouse

11BISON-84

SAFIR VALIDATION PI-(X)NTRO[L.R WITII TRACKING

(fir: /utsbwr/dvl/.safir/vdaidation rItI'IfI'EST HP 2

DJ Amplification 1

rFIG A-33 A

Frackin, Signal

(>1

'0

I")

.U

z

0" •

r-

•I

.i
9

•

... . . . , •- 0 .. .. -21- . ... ___ -.

1 2 3
Time (s)

4 5

13 Input (1:, Timae Cou'tantt fol hategratio1

..... £.-

3
Time (s)

I
4 5

Figure 4-5 P1 controller with following
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44A1.3;2 Tihie-Dependentf Pl without Following:

The PI component may also be executed' as,a tiine-dependent'ffiinctionwith6titfol.lowin~g engaged. TwVo
:sigfials ,A and B were generated as shown iiiFigure 4-6:

* Signal; Awas.,c6rnhcted to the input (input c6nnedtor IN)'

Signal B Was connected tQ.the amplification (inpUt connector K).,

The time constant for ihtegration (input connector TI). was. held:cof~tanti at 4, The,6u.tput (ItpUt
connector OUT) Was initialize4Wto zero:

Figure 4'-6 Input signals

Crapii)cal i'esblts for tiis case. can be -found in Figure4-7.

WCAP-117079- N-,P Octoqber,,09Rev;ision0'iO
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Wc,•OnCh SAFIR VALIDATION PI-CONTROLLER

BISON-84 dir tishwr:ivllsafirhvaidarirl/[Fr.ST.TMi2 FlIG A-34

-iiht Ct•,qa .n :u tp ~,LtQLInput
6 Amplification

" 0.0

z

0.0

1.0 2.0 3.0
Time (s)

-40
4.0

-- SAFIR Solution

1.0 2.0
'Time (s)

3.0 4.0

Figure 4-7 P1-controller without following
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4.4.1.3.3 Analytical'soluiton of P1

The implementation of the Pi component iný.SAFIR was verified by comparing'the-output from SAFIR.to
the analyticaltsolution descdibed~below, using the. two inputsignals A andB asgho6ninFigure.4-.6. The
,used algorithm is7.

OUT(t) = K(ý). (1 + TS. /TI ). IN(t) - Kit) .IN(t.TS) + OUT(t8T$)

:0

IL

P.'

- Analytical, Solution,

- -SAFIR "SoI tioh

Time.(s),

Figure '-48. PI-con'troller withOuit following.

4.4.2 .Condusionsfor P1

After the completidin of the vefificatioij, it has.been determined that the. PI component perf6ftis asi
expected. All SAFIR solitionis were in agreement with the, expecte4onaly'tical ;s1hitioris:

*The pedformed-vefification cases are -sufficient to, coverthe requirments, for this funcioii.,
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5 MODEL DEVELOPMENT, VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION
PROCESS

5.1 . INTRODUCTION

The1generaion of a SAFIR model follows 'the WVestinghoise. sta d'ird quaihty assurance processes both for
the i'mpleme.ntatioh vdrificationand validation when required.

This Iprocess is:al•mo'st identical with the verificati6n anid-validation of'a "component with the exception
,that no .sowari upgrades are involyed-since models are built entirelytlhroughcode inputs.

'The process, for S APIRmodel dvlpetcnit o he anses

SVerifi cation,

f6db Validationaldtiris it nesi

Ts i s :atteratO e :process w here feedback f ýom ce. at aoand - validatj on steps may: re qutre changebs'n
the ev~lpne nt "hase

Exnples' in v•hichthe development;• v:eri~fication:•and vi~tionprocess is, used for different models are
shtvnin"S!ectioii'6.,

52 DEVELQPMENT

The mobde devel6pe't poesconsists of the followin AS%~s

0, Requirements

6o Desired function'ality including p~ossible initended ,-on'se'rvatiýsms,

• 'Limitations and as sumnptions

0 'Comm•unication with-adjacen, systeS

.o 'Comm"unication with ,the,: transientýode.

?impjbtementAtion

5.3 VERIFICATION

The Westin•ghotise definitionofverificati on, is to 'ghlw the, functionality ofthe model and to, enisure that
the mode1•fulfilsi:thie :requtirements.

An: exaimpleiof how a vefi.e cation process is perfom.ed jf. a tlrbine :controiller is, shown in Section 61.4A.
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5.4 VALIDATION

'The. Westinghouse definition 6fvalidation is to Aslw themodel behavior comparedwith reference data
like e.g. measurement'data.

Validation of models is performed against available ataa tand code to code comparison, for instance with
the:iintformati6n presented inthF II•SAR. Recordec&iplant data during startup tests: or operational
occurrences. are used when available.

In secti6n6.1l.5 the .validhtionprocessis illustiated for a relatively comPlex;system; the tirbine: controller
model.. The: reactor; response is simulnated with boiidari"conditions, i.e, Without:any feedback from the.
BISON code.

In Section6.2an example of vali'dtaon tusingdifferent reactorparameter setpoint disturbances from
,startuptests using BISON andmultipie control system;todelsýis given.,
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6 MODEL VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION

6.1 TTURBINE CQNTROLLER AND VALVEiPROCESS MODEL

6.1.1 Introductioni

The BWR [ ]O, in Sweden began cbmmercia;l operation in 1985. In 2001 the pressure.
controller was replaced. Before startup a test program was performed in order to demonstrate,-correct
functionality.. One of the tests performed was a:loadi•ejection that is usedifor the validation0ofthe
pressure cdntfO! :system,. Thie nioel.descfibdlin-thi• , secfion consists oftftree'zoupled SAFIR".m6dels and
serves as an examiple.of model .qtiirenieihts;;-desi' , vrifi~ation and validation-to demonstiate :a
procedure to qualify a miodel for iuse.

Basic plant datafor[

Table 6-1 -Specifiations of6 [

J` are compiled in Table 61:

Reactor Thenrmal Oiutput
Reactor Pressure:
Steam Flow
Core Flow
Number of Fuel Assemblies
'Number ofControl Rods
Coolant Recrculation'
Control, Rod Drive

I 30QM Wt 0(19.3 %)
'1700 MPa[abs]
2,20 k'Oi•ec"

13,1 00kkgisec
700
169
81-ntel•at• P4)ps
Eb6ctiic Motor (Nornial),
I-ydratific Drive (Scran),

6.1.2 The Adesignq of the niodl

The turbine,,cohitroller model is described byo 0oicontoi-channel (oftwo) withlstress on pressure controll

'The turbine control model :contr0ls.ihe high pressu'retiurbine control valve, the bypass 6cntrol o alves, ihe
reheater c6ntr6-V1:alves and -the jca'cit- t.imy•t ini controlvalve, see Figuie.64.

The turbine controller uses neUtrn-,fltux, and steam dome'preSsure to calcu!ate:valve setpoints., The valvei
process model calc ulates steam flow throiugh valves in, a steam line model.

,The, performances "of the models arebebst,estimate according to the ,avilaNle data and manufacture
information. The..models have-predefiiiedmalfunctions hat can be triggered fiom input,

WCAP-1 7079-.NP Octobe-2Q09,
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MOHRV VA5

VA3

Figure 6-1 Process.

6.1.2.1 Requirements

The model for the ,c plant includes a turbine controller, valve processrmodels for high
pressure valves, bypass valves, reheater valves, capacity, trimming valve, and'one simple.turbine model.
The turbine controller model andvalve process models .are: modeled with clear interface. The turbine
control model's structure and extent is briefly shown in Figure 6-2.

421-VAl (HTRV)
421-VA2 (HTRV)
421VB1 (HTRV)
421-VB2 (HTRV)

421-VA3 (DRV)
421-VA4 (DRV)
421-VB3,(DRV)
421-VB4 (DRV)

421.VB6
(VHBPRV)

421-VA5 (MOHRV)
421-VB5 (MOHRV)

Figure 6&2 Brief controller structure (model)
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6.12.11 Turbine, control model

Thel turbine. controller model is ;analyzed to handle the followiig s.ituations of operation::

" Full turbine speed,

" Events at nominaýl reactoirpressure at:load
which start with capacity :triming conttolvalve closed (neutron flux • 10,2i%).
NWhich start with capadity tricming control: valve open (neutron flux> 102 %)

* Pressure control With:highpressure control valves andc capacify trim r 0nir6t -valve

- Pressureco0ntfrolwithObpass control valves. Those are re~qUir~dfor example;at turine rip or.
inadvertent closureofýone or more high pressure control valves,

* Disturbance ofreactor pressure or power.

6.1.2.1.2) Valve process model

The valv e p0roess model inichies:.,th, eolowig .ivalves:

* :1igh pressure. turbine control0valves TH R,

* 1-igh pressure turbinne top, v4alyes ((T SV)

* Bypass.control'valYes.DRV),

e Bypass blockage valves (DBV)

* Reheater control valve (MOHRV)

iRefieater 4so vale (MOHSV)

* Capaci-t: trimming, controlvalve (VHBPRV)

SýCapacity timming stop.valve (VHBPSV),

Thevale rocssmodiare caal of cyeti' desrd valve position (setpont) to flow through the,
n e, ip :. es.c t.

valve bv using tie defined valv&edharacteiitiss."

The valves should!be moidied indivijdi l1yvwi fh rgaidt6:ot cjp5~ity, 'h'r fterigtics,,and strd1e time,

Disturbance0ofndi6idual valve behaior ,shall be possible,.

6.1.2.1.3, Turbine model,;

The turbine ii odelis`:designed to calculate:

• Generator power

• Turbin cspeed change at load rejecion,
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6.1.2.2 Assumptions and Limitations

Assumption~s and limitations in the turbin e control niodlel an•dthev:valeprocessmodels ar'e:

6.1.2.3 Cor muniCation andý connecti igSystenis

641.2.3.1 Turbine contrl1 model

The turbine• control model ihas the following input:

w Nar~owraige pressure in the reactor, vessel
e Pressuresetpoint (narrowrange presniue)

o Neutron flux

., Tuibine speed

* Turbine protecti:onlo0gics;. tuibiiie t'iip*y'jass b!06kAeg

The tulbifiJ control. model has following output:

S,5,qtpbints for control valves

Cormiecting systems wlich.co9mmunicate.wýiththe turfineconfrolmodel-afe:

* Turbine (SAFIR model)

w 'Steam lines (BISON model)

0: Neutron flux measilrement[(SAFI-Rmodel),

i nIistrumeniati onjinthe .reactor ves'eI (SAFIR model)

STurbitne protection system (SAFIR model)

The model description, in .Section 6.1.3.1 gives a more dcttai!ddicrdiptionthd .Iiwe turbine coitrol noidel
is communicating and is c6ritrdlled by connecting systems rbIuh...gh sigIas-fr6m ihe user.
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6.1.2.3.2 Valve process model

The valve processmodel has the following input

* Sighals from the turbine cohtroller (setpoiniS),'Arldifidividiialvatveharactefisfics for control

valves

" Signals from the turbine protection systerm and yalvecharacteristic s for stop valves

* Manualvalve control signals for controland ,stop yalves.

The valve process model has the folloWing output':

* Valve flows

* Valve positions

A Valve status user information (openi/closed),

Connecting systems which communicate twitlf thevalve processmiodels are:

• Steam lines.(BISON model)

• Turbine protection systemn(SAFIR dn0del)l

. Turbine controller (SAFIR model)

6.1.2.3.3 Turbine model

The turbine model has the following input:

* Steam flow through the highlpressUre tuibifihcontrovai~ves

* Turbine protectionlogics; load rejection

The turbine model has, the following output:.

o Generator power

* Turbinespeed

Connecting systems -Whichý communicate witIltherbine model'mare;:

• Steam lines (BISON model)

• Reactor power controller (SAFIR model).

o Turbine:controller (SAFIR model).

6.1:2.4 The functionality of the m6del

The turbine control model andhtihe valveprocess iii'dels arei'tised~for, thef16blloing fuictions':

* Control, closure andopening of individualtcontrol valves

* Closure of individual stop valves

WCAXP717079-NP October 2009
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The t urbine contr0! model and valve process models are able to handleloadrejection, turbine trip and
turbine;trp withiout bypass including fiailure of one or more valves.

The turbine, model is limited to calculate:

o G6nerator power~to the power controller:

* Turbine speedto the turbine controller at load rejection

6.1.'2.5 Verification:and. validation of the model

'Thie model has been verified against following events:

-g Nemiti-oriiflux disturbance

SPrtessure disturbance,

* Pr:essiire .setpoint disturbaince,

.*' oTubile f trip,

* Verification of turbine model agairnst BIS'O and l(aI rejectibn tests

I "Tribtie htip wi htutbypass
v Inadvertntritclosure offajhigh pyessure turbine conttolvalve

* inadvertent opefiing of a bypass control valve

S hFailure of a single valve
Ony.the. 5 hiitial";v'erification cases are p'resenitddinth'is report.

The 'mod•"ha'•beefvaf\lidated againit tihe ýf6 19ingeni' t:

" ad:deji€n test

The modeýl forariticularplan~tis nor6al~l-Ivýli~ed~~4 giiimns.tstartup tests and other planteent data. if

available.

WCAP-17079-NP October,2009
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6.1.3 Inipletmentation ofwthe model

6.1.3.1 Description

Generally the turbine control model. has, tlie ame structuire as, the real turbine controller. Hence, ilis
relativ-ely simpl to understand the desigh of the r0ode!•r6m the, graphical presentation of the model in
Figure 6-3 and the controller's logic circuit. Extension of the model!fiun6tionality is possible due to the
degree of 'detail included. in~ the m9 d.!-.

WCAP-1 7079-NP O 1tober 2009
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Figure 6-3 Turbine Con•trllr
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The turbine controller consists of two control channels.. Each control channel in the turbine controller
includes pressure controller, spepedpower controller, steam flow: distributor andv'ilve characteristics.
Ofly one control channel is modeled inlthe turbine control model. The sample.time in the, controller is 20
milliseconds.

The turbine controller controlsI.the:.high pressure: turbine. conftfolvalves (HTRV). bypass, control valves
(DRV); reheater control valves MOJ-IRV), capacity trimmingcontrol valve (VHBPRV) and lowpressure
turbine contro0valves (LTRVX)inrwaddictiofi to6ther comiponent Onliv- conti'I functionof thee control
valves is modeled in theturbine dontrol model The.turbine control model consequently controlsthe
following valves:

" 421VA1, 421VA2, 421 VBI1 and 42.1 VB2 (H-RV)

" 421VA3, 42lA4-, 421BVB3 and 421VB4 (DRV)

* 421VA5 and 421VB5.(MOIT )

* 421VB6 (VUBPRV)

The different subrmodels in the turbinefcotirol model'are further described below-'.

6.1.3.1.1 The pressure cohitroiieri

The pressure .controlrerconsistsof a <wide range pressure controller and a narrow range~spressure
controller. Only thefnariowrat-ge pressure contrlleris modeled. The na-row rangepressurecoiitrolleris"
a PI control1er, with a neutfbon flux feed forward:

The pressure controller gtsý thfollowing input signals; narrowrange'pressure in the reactor vessel,
reactor power, pressure seipopiit output from sped controli eand -forcedclosire signal tfot bypass alves.

Output signals from :theress ir;c~ntrollei •re desii~dsteam from tIhe reactor (BAFR), desired

steam flo w to lhe tutbine (B"T;T),. .f.lteed'reiacitor p'vwe-r. in•.coiitr61i dei'iation (N•E ).

Because of the steamline's kength, pi-essure changes coduld cause resonance. Such resonancr6esultsin.
pressure waves whih !dr, rAansferredin1the system. A 2-pole filter, the steam line resonance fc:ier,
prevents those waves: fronii ipacting the creaation ofthe desired steamifl6w fi-rm the reactor. The narow,
range pressure is filtered through the steamn line resonance filter andcreates a control deviation by
subtracting the pressure setpeint The n'etronflux feed forward consists of filtered neutiron flux, wheie

the time constant:of the filtdrcoriespondshto the time constant ofthe fuel. The feed forward; whicih is",
used tO speed up the control at pqwer changes, is added :to tlie.PPlcoiiitoller's output sgii;il. Theý,sui-
gives the desired steanmtfloW)r6m the reactor.

The pressure cntrolle 0 deliers the 'dsiredsteam flo to .theturbine. This signal isofoliiddhrouiagh
selecting miriiinum'BAFR or tite put' signal~from the, speed.cbntroller. Tle de'siied steamialow to :the,
turbine.is'limitedbetdeen -5 %aid110.%. At fullreactor poei (109.3 %) BAT cbrresip6nds:to .about
96.4 %. if BAr 11T0' % aind<BATTat the same timne reaches`Jits..upper limit I11%I wbypass alves will
start to open.

WCAP- l7079-NP, ctober 2909
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The pressure. controller is modeledas presented'in Figure 6-4.

Figure 6-4 PressUre choftrller

6.1.3.1.2 Acceleration limiter

The main task Of the a,,cceleration, imiter is to protect the tuiibine aginst over-speed at load rejection.
Figure 6;-5 belowshows a simplified logic cireuit for the acceleration limiiiter iising turbine speed

(VARVTA. anid turbine speed time deiivativre (GRADIENT) as input to generate the adceleration
limitationm (ACCBEG,).

Figure 6-5 L-ogic Circuit for the acceleraftio liniiiter,

a~c

a•€
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Two different conditions can make the acceleration limiter go in operation:

* turbine speed> 106' %

, turbine speed > 102 % andthe rate ofspeed change: Ž1. Hiimin

The aceeOration limiter is presented in ,Figure 6-6.. The rate is'calctulated with help'oftltirieentegrators. as
shown in. Figure 6-6.

Figure 6-6 Aýcelerationq limiter

The acceIeration liiniter gets the following input signals iirine speed, desired ste•fih flvW fr~mf te
reactor, desired'steam flow to the turbihe,, turbine tiiip signalkandridturbiie offlload signaL Turbine
overspeed is detected and the spe'ed controller is mnonifiored'basedoo the input signals.

OutpUt.signals fromntheacceleration.limiter. •re dfilierediurbine•Speed and a niuier of logiClsignals~to
the speed contr6lle.f

PIC:

WCAP- 7079-'NP Qctober, 2009
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6.1.3.1.3 Speed/power controller

The controller's, main task is to control the steam flow which ca6 be•received by he tirbine. The

speed/power controller consists of a power controIlerwhich. cohtrols using the stearniflow fiom the
turbine as input, and a speed controller which cohtrol- using turbiis6Peed as input: Tlie output signals
from the controller aresummnarized to a load setpoint Which goesto Wa PIP controllter. The output firom the
PIP controller is at full load above desired steaim flow from the reactor and is thenrdeselected in a
minimum selector which gives the speedpoverotntroller's output §ignal, Hence, at full load the setpoint
from the speed /power controller i s identical fto.the:.setpoint from thfipriessure controller.
At turbine trip the output signal from the speedspover66,tiollrisetto,-5.% throtiia Switch at the

same time as the time constant in lte PIP controller is set to 0. A-desciriptio oftie signals at load,
rejection is further described in Section 6.1.3.6.

The speed/power controller is' modeled aspregent~d inFigure-64K'

Figure 6-7 'Speed/piwercoitrOll!er

a~c,
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6.1.3.1.4 Steam flow distribution and reheater control

The task of the steam flow distributor is to distribute:the steam flow.from.ie reactor between :the .turbin,
control valves. The steam flow distributor has tlhieeinput,:signalfrom the pvessure contronler:

* desired steam flow from the .reactor (B1AFRy-

* desired steam flow to the turbine (BATT)

* filtered reactor power (APRMAFil~ter).

The output signal from the steam flow distributor is:

* desired steam flow to the,high-pressure turbine dontrol0valves,(BATHTRV)

* desired steam flow to the fo bypass,(BATD)
* desired steam flow to the capacitytrimming controlvalve(BATVHBP).

The capacity trimmi ng control valve, opens ,to 15% psifi on, at 102 %,reactoropower and takes oer-the

pressure control from the high pressure ltrbin&cofittoiohl, 'es. :'tn the p6vr is below l01 % the
capacity trimnming control valve is ciosed andh ontilis-0i1y made with th highipressuire ttiibie contrdl'

valves.

Power changes which result in a more pernanent change of thesteam flbwV areslowly reli tsfibiiute•lf'omm
the capacity triimming control ¥Vale to.the high pressure uiurbine:contitroi xal~res. The capatcity rimming
control valve then returns to 15% open: Theredistributiori:betw6en desir'dsteaiii mfloý,''i,,th-6:capacity.I
trimming control valve and to the high pressure tuibine 66ntr 1 valvesis niade witi two iiitegratdrs with

different time constants. The first integrator hanid!'s tii. prssure control ,ind is part of a filtlit. Ifthe
capacit, trimming control valve is in operation, it willgetthe increase,, At4he same time the input signal
to the oilier integrator, gets positive which tien slowly integrates and tedi•:tributes the steam flow.,0to the
high pressure turbine control valves.

If the input signal for desired steam: flow to the,,turbifie,'gbes below the desired steamd floW R rom i* e
reactor, the desired steam flow is'mo'mentarilyv redi~stributed'lfromntheh li pressure turbini o6nftflv'ailves
to the bypass valves.

The steam flow distributor m6del, is1 preentediivigure6.8.

WCAP-17079-NP
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a,c

Figure 6-8 Steam flow distributor,ý

The control of the reheatet contbi :valves is made ina ,separiaite macro, wilh has'the input siainlS "desired
steam, flow to the turbine' and "setpoint for the:reheater control valyes!ý". The yalves.start to openat 7 %.

and are completely open at 40 %of desired steam flow to the turbine. The output siAil is, the , setppoint for
the reheater control Valves.

WCAP-1 7079-NP GOdtobir,2O09
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"The reheater control model is presented in.Figure-6-9.

Figure 6&9,- Rlieater cotfrol mod"e

6.3.15 "Valvexcontrol

The turbtine:.c controller calculates desired steam fldws to the control valves Which are converted into
setpoints (controlign:al:S) to the. control valves ftrogh-the ,inverse valve characteristics (-desired steam
flow to 'alVe position setpjint) in die form of tables. The flow-through theV•alv•es can not exceed 100 %,

There is acommonmoldei f'r contrb1,of each valvetpe. See also, Figure 6,40.

Figufre6-I0 VAlve controlimodeli

aC.
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6.13.1.6 'Bypass valve control

Theý bypass Valve control model iniiates closing of the bypass control ,valves and has the following input
:signal:S:

b Eesired.steam flow to the bypass (BATD)

SPBypass blkage with a delay
Outpult Signal~s are:

* s Dsired steam flow to the bypass conftroIvalves (BATDRV. which is identical to BATD except for
,bypass bloclage- when it is set to.-100 %)

finthe modeltthere is also0apossibility to seta delIayforIe bypaisseblockage'signal.

The bypass valvecontro1 model is iprente in Figure 6-11.

Figure 6-11 `B Vpa9§ valve control mode

ai,C
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Turbine controller, initialization model

The steam flow distribution model reqluires help:to. resolve -initial condition =and the turbine controller
initialization model calculates initialdesired steam flow from. the reactor, desired demand to high pressure
turbine control valves, and initial demand to the capacity trinmming control valves. The turbine controller
niitialization:modelI has the following input signals:

6 Calculatedsteam floW from the reactor

JD Reactor power.

SSetpoints toinvoke the capacity tr ngcontrolwalves

Output signals are:

• initial desir'ed steam, fliow froimthe reactor

* Initial desired demand of the capacity trimming valves

• Initial conditions for demand to the ihigh pressuietur bine control valves

The ýturbine controller.initializafion model is presented in, Figure: 6-12.

,Figure 6-12 Turbine onfroller: in fitializiati ofm mod el

.a,c
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6.1.3.17 Valve process models

The:-valve proceSs models for control valves also include stop valves. These valves are not controlled by
the turbine controller, but from the turbine protection system. The valve prIocess models consequently
include the following valves:

o, 421VA1.V1, 421VA2.V1, 421VB1.V1, 421VNB2.Vl (High pressure turbine controlvalves)

* 421VA1t.V2, 421VA2.V2, V2, 41 V2, 421VB2V2 (High pressure turbine stop valves)

* 421VA3.V1, 421 VA4,V1, 421V3.V1, 421VB4.V1 (Bypass control valves)

* 421VA3.V2, 421 VA4.N2, 421VB3.V2, 421VB4.V2 (Bypasstop valves)

421VA5,V1, 421 VB5.V1 (Reheater control valves)

* 421VA5.V2, 421VB5.V2 (Reheater stop valves)

o 421VB6\V1 I (Capacity trimming control valve)

* 421VB6.V2 (Capacity trimming stop Valve)

The graphical presentiations of the models, are given in Figure 6-13, Figure 6-14-, and Figure 6-15.

"Figure 6-13 Highi prssure t(urbine control and stop valves

a,c
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*1

Figuire 6141 ,Bypasscontrol andi.dstop val!ves
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flginte 6.-15 Rehete r: ad :ca pacitytmm ing control and stop valve.
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The control valves are modeled as a ramp device in series with a low pass filter to simulate the dynamics
of the valves. The conversion from valve position to flow is made through the valve characteristics. The
valve position can be fixed or be manually controlled by the user. The valves can also be requested to
open or close by a setpoint disturbance signal.

The stop valves are modeled only as time function (flow) specified by tile user.

All valves are modeled with the valve model, see Figure 6-16.

Figure 6-16 Valve model

ac
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6.1.3.1.8 Thelturbine mod41e
The turbine, modetakes the ste nam flow trough the high pressue tur bine. co.ntrl valves as i.put and

calkulates geneatoer power and turbine speed.

The turbine, model has fivieinput.signails>i

* steamflow tlirough-.each ofthe fourhighpressure turbine contiol Valves

* load rejecdion. signal,

The turbine, modiqYihas tw0:1output signals:;

a gener~tor power,

* turbine sPeed (only calcultedat loa NejecfitlbthewisekepticSrst~iiO

The--tUrbine m0del isshown in'Figure.6-17.7

Figure 617' Turbine M' odIl'

oic.
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•6.1.3 2I Control

The turbine, controller modelis,,conftolled through a number ofinput signals. Diturbance signals can be
added to tfie narrqw trange pressure, pressure setpoint, andneutron flux witliin the turbine control model.
Disturbance, signais can also 'be added to eachlvalve setp6int in:tie vajve process mo dels.

The turbine control mh deliis ýcontrolled througih following input signals:

* Disturbance sign~ilsforonanow range,'ressure, neutroniflux, and pressure §etpoint,

6 Change of setting parameters,(time constants,.and,ains),to the model

-,0.33, Input

Inputt the' moadelis •gvn as tinme cotats,,gains uprandfi6wr'lipmits, and valve opening andd

d~osing chi'arac9i~stics.•,

,6.13.4 Outpu t

'The output signals foth ndire'fo~ hog o~iox~ea~ stop ava~es.,

WCAP-1'7079-NP 
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6.1.4 Verification, of the model

The verification of the models was performed Without BISON activated; i.e. only the SAFIR models were
executed. This means that no consideration was taken to the plants response to a disturbance.

6.1.4.1 Step in neutron fluxý(APRM) up to 130: %

At 10 seconds a step in APRM from 109 % to 130 %occurs (seeFigure 6-18). The, otherinput signals
are kept constant. Thenarrow range pressure also remains constant (see Figure 6-19). As expected an
increased flow from the. reactor-is requested (BAFR,,see Figure 6-20). The capacity trimming valve is
requested to. open quickly (BATVHBP, see Figure 6-21),to compensate for the rapid increase in desired
steamflow from the reactor. Also the high~pressure turbite 6ontrol valves are requested to open
(BATHTRV, see Figure :6-22) but with a lower speed'than the capacity-trimming valve. When the: desired
steam flow from the reactor reaches the limitfor desired steam flow to the turbine (BATT, see Figure

6-23), 110 %, the bypass contrbl valves are requested,,O open• (BATD.> O, :see Figure 6-23). The capacity
trimming valve reaches its maximum value very fastbecause of the step in APRM. Since there has been
.a static change of APRM-there is redistribution. between.the capacity trimming control-valve and the high

pressure turbine control valves,,over time the capacity, trimming control-valve returns to, its original value.

At 90 seconds another step in APRM occurs, from 4130 % to 109 %. As a result the desired steam flow
from the reactor rapidly decreases. The desired steam flow, to the capacity trimming control valve is ,then
decreasing fast at ailimit of-3 %. When the desired steam flow from the reactor reaches 110%, the

bypass control valves are closing (DRV,:seeFigure-6-24 and Figure 6-25). Pressure control is performed
with the high pressure turbine control valves (HTRV, see Figure 6-26 andFigure 6-27) when-the bypass
control valves and the capacity trimming valve haVe closed. Because no flow is passing through, capacity
triming control valve, (VHBPRV, see, Figure 6-28 andFigure 6-29), desired steam flow to the high
pressure turbine control valves 'is going, to be slightly above its original value. About 140 seconds after
the step change the integrator's output: signals, inthe steam flow distributor has reached the limit for
redistribution which results in that the capacity trimming control valve opens and the high pressure
turbine control valves close andjlater reach its.original values Tihe reheater control valves are fully open
during the entire perturbation'(VIOHRV, see&Figure: 6-30 and Figure 6-31)

03 SY STEM 597 V ERIFKATKJN APRM step 130%

135, ,,- 531KX077-
130 . - : - -----. .-- -- -. - -.. . -. . -71.. . . - --i . . . .. . . -- -T130-4 ' ' _____ .

1205 -- : . . . -- -• -- -.. . . -: . . . -. . . -- -.. . . .--- +125 -.--------- ----------

120------ - ! - I

10 5 . . . . ..-- -. . . . ..------ --- - - - - -- -- - ---------------- -- --- --+- , - - -... . . . . -T

10 10
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Figure 6-18 APRM(%)
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03 SYSTEM:597 VERJFICATKINA PRM step 130%,
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Figure 6-19 Narrow range pressure (Ta)

Figure 6-20 BA (%)

Figure 6-21 BATVHBP (%)

a,c
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. Figure 6-22 BATHTRV (%.

Figqre 6-23 BATT andOBATD (%)6

Figure 6-241 IDRPiiostion (%):

a1,c,

a,c
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Ii•c

- Fgure 6-25 DRflw(gs

Figure 6-26• ITRVTpositions (%),

lFigure 6L27 F-TRV flow kgs)/-
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Figure 6-28 VHBPRV position :%)!

Figure 6-29 VIHBPRV flow (kgA)

Figur'e 6-39 MORV position. (%)0

'a,c
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4,c

Figure 6-.31 Mortfl W(kgls
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6.1.4.2 1 % ramp in desired steam flow from the reactor

To be able to create a rampin desired steam flow from the reactor, neutron flux filter has been disabled.
The perturbation is modeled as a ramp in neutron flux (APRM, see Figure 6-32), which results in a
similar ramp ýin the desired steam flow from the reactor.(BAFR, see Figure 6-34). The narrow range
pressure also remains constant (see Figure 6-33). It is verified how the desired steam flow to the capacity
trimming control. valve (BATVI-BP, see Figure 6-35) and the desired steamflow to the high pressure
turbine control valves (BATHTRV, see Figure 6-36) is controlling~as the desired steam flow from the
reactor changes. The desired steam flow to the turbine (BATT) and to the bypass (BATD) are presented
in Figurei 6-37

03 SYSTEM 597 VERIFICATION BAFR Ramp 1%
110,4 . , ,,r

1104 -r-------,- -- ---- r---- ----- -

i1 - - I- - - -

12 X1

0 20 40 60 80 1 ,00 120 140 1610 180 200 220 240 260 280 300
Time [s],

Figure 6-32 APRM (%)

03.SYSTEM 597 VERIFICATION BAFR:Ramp 1%
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Figure:6-33 Narrow range pressure (Pa)
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Frigutre 6-34 BýBAFR (%)

Figur'e 6-35: B-ATVLLBP ('V%)

rFigpre6ý3,6 JBATIMTRV()

ac

'ac
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Figuree 6-37 'BAT-Tandý. 3TD (1%)
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6.1.4.3 Opening of the capacity trimming control valve

In the figures below it is.verified that the capacity trimming valve opens when APRM exceeds 102 %.

03 SY STEM 597 VERIFICATION VHBP opening

120 - .- 3
F 31K X077115 ------ -----

110 ------------- ---- 4 - --- -

- 105------------------- -------- --------- --------- -------------1
I . . . . . . . . - F -- - . . . . . . . . . I - -.•II F F

<I"1 05.. I I F II
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Figure 6-38 APRM (%) a,c

Figure 6-39 BAFR.(%)

Figure 6-40 Narrow range pressure (Pa)
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Fijgure6-41 BATT and BATD (%)

Figure 6-42. BATHTRV .(%)

Figure 6-43.- :HTR positions'(%):

a~c
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Figu~re 6-44 -BA17TMHIB?(%)

Fijgure 6-45 DRY positin7 ý44

-I
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Figutre 6-46 V~flBPRV posiion (,'u
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6.1.4.4 Step response for a narrow range pressure increase with 0.02 MPa

At 10 seconds a step in the narrow range pressure (see Figure 6-49) from 6.9 MPa to 6.92 MPa occurs
(this is equivalent with a step in the pressure setpoint from 6.9 MPa to 6.88 MPa). The other •input signals
are kept constant. As expected an increasedflow from the reactor (BAFR, see Figure 6-48) is requested.
Because there is no feedback from the plant, the desired steam flow from the reactor will continue to
increase until the signal is limited or the disturbance disappears. The increasein the desired steam flow
from the reactor causes an increased flow through the capacity control trimming yalve and the high
pressure turbine control valves. The capacity trimming, control valve opens rapidly to compensate the ýfast
*pressure increase. At the same time the high pressure turbine. control valves start to open. Thecapacity
trimming valve-and the high pressure turbine control valves cohtinue. to open until the: control.deviation
disappears or until the Valves are completely open. Since the desired steam flow from the-reactor is:.not
exceeding 1.10 %, the bypass control valves are not going-to open.

At 20 seconds the disturbance disappears. The capacity trimming control. valvehas opened to 65 % and
the.high pressure turbine control valves are completely or almost completely open.. The desired steam
flow from'the reactor Will decreaseto a constant value, which is higher than theinitial value because the
output from the,•pressure controller's PI component has increased. The desired steam flow tothecapacity
trimming, control valve is decreasing rapidly to compensate the fast decrease in the desired steam' flow
from the reactor, followed by redistribution to static control. The capacity trimmning control"Valve returns
to the original value and the high pressure turbine control Valves are completely open.

03 SYSTEM 597 VERIFICATION Step Dsturbance 0,02 MPa (R)
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'Figure 6-47 APRM (%)
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amc

Figure 6-48 BAFR (%)

03 SYSTEM 597 VERIFICATION Step Dsturbance;0,021VPa (Pl)
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Figure 6-49 Narrow range pressure (Pa) a,c

Figure 6-50 BATT and BATD (%)
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ac_Figure 6-51 'BATIITRV (%)?

Figure 6-52 1ITRV~positi0ns(%),

Figure 6-53 :BAT rVIBP (%j)
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'ac

Figure 6-54 DRV position ,(9%))

Figure 6-55 MOIIRV posilion ,(%) •a,€

Figure 6-56 'VTHPRV position (%.M
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6.1.4.5 Turbine trip

At 10 seconds a turbine trip isrequested. The other input signals are kept constant. Desired flow to the
turbine (BATT, see Figure 6-60), desired flow to the capacity trimming valve (BATVHBP, see Figure

6-63) and desired flow to the reheater valves (MOJ-IR, .see Figure 6-65) are immediately set to a negative
value and the flow is redirected to the condenser (BATD; see Figure 6-60). At the same time the high

pressure turbine control valves are requested to close, the stop valves are requested to close., Because the
stop valves have a faster closure time the flow will be limited by their characteristics.
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aI,c

L Figure 6-62, HTRV positions(%)

Figure 6-63 BATVIBP (%)

Figute 6-64:4 DRYposilion.(%)i
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'Figure 6-65 MOITRV position (%)

- Figure 6-66 IITRV flow,:(kg/s)

Figure 6-67 VtHBPRV poqiti6n (%)

WCAP-1 7079-NP October 2009
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Figure 6-68 DRV flow (kgls)

Figure 6-69 MOIRV flow (kg/is)

Figure 6-70 VHBPRV hn~ow l(kg/s)?
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6.1.4.6 Verification ofthe turbine model against load rejection in BISON/BOP

The verification is performedvs. a more detailed built-in model for [ . Figure 6-71 to
Figure 6-73 shows a simulation of load rejection in BISON, with the model activated. The flow throigh
the high pressure turbine control, vales is then given as boundary value to the SAFIR model and the
turbine speed and generator power is presented in the same figures:

Figure 6171 Steam flow to high pressure control valves

Figure 6-72 Comparison of turbinespeed,.SATR (solid line) and Balance of Plant model (dýshieidline)

Figure 6-173 Comparisbn of generator poweri SAFIER (solid line) and Balance of Plant model (dashed line)

a,;c

ac

'a,c,
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Because the SAFIR model is a simplified model compared to the built-in [ ] " turbine
model differences are expected. The results are acceptable within the desirable application range and the
simple turbine model isjudgedto be suitable for [

6.1.5 Validation of the model

On June 2nd, 20Q1,, a load rejection test was performed at [ ],,. The conditions before the
test were 98 % reactor power and 13,000 kg/s recirculation flow. The load rejectionvwas initiated through
switching off the plant breaker.

The measured data usedare from the data recorder in the process computer. The data sample ,time was 50
.Hz. For the validation the first'59 seconds in. the recorded data has beenexclucded which makes the. tiie-.
zero to;conIespond to 59 seconds in the recorded data.

The following signals have been used as boundary, conditions in thelsimulation.-seelTable 6-2.

Table 6-2: Boundary conditions for validation of the turbinecontrol model

Description BISON Data recorder
Neutron flux 531KX077 Average of 53 1Kx077

_train A-D
Turbine speed TSPEED 597KA701 -

Narrow range .211 KX 01 Average of 211Kx 101
pressure _train A-D

Before the load rejection is initiated, the time constant (TIDOMVIK) is equalto 0 second and the load feed
forward signal (LASTFRAMK) is. about 40 % above the desired steam flow from:the reactor (BAFRM)
This gives-that the values desired steam flow-to the turbine (BATT) and:desired steam floW frbm'the'
reactor (BAFR) are the same. When fthe plant breaker is switched o0 the turbine speed is increasing (see
Figure 6-74"below),. A control deviation is built up in.the speed controller, (TULBRAV) which rapidly
reduces the load feed forward (LASTFRAMIK) down to it is equal to the desired steath flow;from the
reactor (BAFR). When load, feed.forward (LASTFRAMIK) goes below the desired'steam flow from the
reactor (BAFR), the Boolean signal. LMTI-3D is set.to TRUE (=1). This changes the time constant
(TIDOMK) to 8 seconds and the. desired steam flow-from the reactor (BAFR) is slowly ramped down,
which can be seen in Figure 6-75.
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Figure 6-74 Measured turbine speed [rpni] at the load rejection test ',ab,c

T

Figure 6-75 Desired steam flow to the turbine.(BATT (%)),vs. time (Tid (s)) aitthe load rejection test

About 0:3 second after desired steam flow to the turibine has started to decrease, the acceleration limiter
goes in operation. Tlis is causedby bthe speed excdeding 102 % and the speed change rate ishighier than,
15 HI•lmin. A description of the acceleration Ilimiter is shown in Section 0..i 1.2;

The acceleration limiter reduces the desired stearthflow to the turbine: to -5 % and'sets the time constanfuin
the integrator (LASTINT) to zero. At the same ,tine, the output sighat from the integrator (BATTINT) is
set to zero.

,Bundary signils to. the model ate. narrow range pressure (Figure 6-7 6)(aridAPRiN'i (Figure 6-77).

,WCAIP-7117079-,NP Otbr20ORobei.2io09
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Figure 6-76 Narrow range pressurme(Pa) at the. load rejection test

Figure 6-77 APRM (%),at the.Ioad rejection test

'Measured (solid line) and calculated (dashed line): filtered APRM '(APR/Fillter) are shown in Figure 6-78
,and desired steam flow from thie reactor (BAFR) in Fig'ure 6-79.

Figure 6-78 Meas./calc. APRNMFiIter (),
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.a,b~c

Figure 6-79 Meas./calc. BAFR (%)

MIeasured (solid line) and-calculated (dashed line), pressurecontroller output are shown in Figure 6-80 and

- desired steam flow to the turbine (BATT) in Figure 6-81.

- Figure 6-80 NMeas./calc. PI Controller output ,(%) i

Figure.6-81 Meas./6alc. BATT (%)
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Measured (solid line) and calculated (dashed line) TCV positions are shown inFigure 6-82 (V42IVAI),

Figure 6-83 (V421VA2), Figure 6-84 (V421VB1). and Figure 6-85 (-V421VB2). Measured BPV positions

(solid lines) for 421VA3, 421VA4., 421VB3, and 421VB4 and calculated valve positions (dashed line, all

bypass. valves modeledhave identical positions):in Figure 6-86.

Figure 6-82 Meas./caiic. 421VAI (%) position

Figure: 6-84 Meas.Icalc. 421IV1B (%) position

!

a.

Figure 6-83, MeasTcalc. 421Vi2 (%) position

7C

Figure 6-86, Mas./calc. BP-V (%') positions

a,b,c

Figure 6-ý85' AT Ieas./calc. 421VB2 (%) position
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For the signals in the turbine controller there is good agreement between measurement and simulation
,results.

Also. the valve positions are in, good agreement. Thlie position for one high pressure turbine control valve
(421JVAI, Figure 6-82), is more open than the other (about 65 % compared to the others 60 %). This is
caused by the characteristics used, which has been based on measured data, where this valve.deviates
from the other with the same signal from the pressure controller.

In reality the bypass valveshave individual characteristics. All valves have the same characteristics in
this: validation and.this common characteristic has been used~in the model for all four bypass control
valves.

Figure 6-87 shoWs a comparison between measured (dashed line) and~simulated (solidline) tiirbine.speed.

Figure 6-87 Meas./caic. Turbine speed (rpm)
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6.2 VALIDATION AGA INST STA RTUP 'rESTS

6.2.1 Introduction*

The ABWR. (AdVanced BWR), Hamaoka-5 in Japan began commercial operation in January 2005. A

startup test program was-performed in order to demonstrate safe and stable plant operation in the presence
of anticipatedloperational occurrences (AOO). Basic plant data for Hamaoka-5 is compiled in Table 6-3.

Table 6-3. Specifications of 1Ianwoka1-5*

Reactor Tiermal Output
Re'actor Pressure
Steami. Flow
Core Flow
Number of Fuel Assemblies
Number 'of 'Control. Rods
CoOlant Recirculation
Cortol Rod, Drive

3.926 M Wt
7.17 MPa[abs]
2_120 kg/s'ec
14,500.kg/sec
872
205
10 Internal Pumups
Electric Motor (Normal)
Hydraulic Drive (Scmmn)

*Reprinted from Proceedings of the 17th International Conference on Nuclear Engineering ICONEI 7,.
BELGIUM ICONEI 7-755127, ABWR Startup Test Analysis Wý.ith Transient:Code BISON,

Copyright 200)9, with penn issionfrom ASME
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6.212 Transient Analysis of Startup Tests

Some of the Hamaoka-5 startup tests have been simulated with the BISON code including the SAFIR
control system simulator as reported in Reference 5. Startup tests were performed at rated condition. Of
special interest for control system simulation are several tests with transient setpoint changes.

6.2.2:1 Simulation Model

The simulation model. using BISON with SAFIR built control systems of Haniaoka-5 has been developed
by TOSHIBA using Westinghouse methodology. The overall ABWR reactor control' systems schematics,
jnot presented in Reference:,5, ate: shown in. Figure 6-88. The control systems and adjacent models consist
of:

* Re~circulation Flow C'ontrol System:
Main controller
1Flow Controller
Adjustable Speed Drive (ASD),

* Turbine, Control System::
Pressure Controller (EHC)
Tu•bine Control Valves (TCV)
Turbine Bypass Valves.(TBV)
Turbine Stop Valves: (TSV)

i, Feedwater Control System:.
Level Contr6o1er
Fnow Controller
Valve: Controller

WCAP 7I 7079-NP 
October 2009
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R?-ciIcla:'on flow coTn o! 'tfelm 7,ubie conlo.1 lyst~m

GeILe:a:O!

,A T7ubine
Feedwatu conuizo ýV;tem

Figure 6-88 Reactor Control Systems Schematics (ABVR)
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Details of the recirculation flow control system are ,shown in Figure 6-89.

from EHC

.MaWual Othe7 IOps

RIP mLur

I0~~t

Figure 6-89 Recirculation flowConirol System

Input signals to the recirculation flow control system areload demand errorfrom the& turbiine.conitr'l.
system and measured core flow. Output signal is the 'recirculation pump speedt
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Details of the turbine control system are shown in Figure 6-90.

r-*' *-$d: -4 _j i

. ... ~~Mý ....... I..I - • I . + •

..... ....... --I------

4tJ 1,.,.,, A

V.+•"`.--++ • + + " " --+-'r + "'..... 'Ii> .... ......+"+"
: '+ i ,

t l•+,• +++.• .-- ,t•'+.'.:t +,:I + • +L + tt' tS+ yp{

Figure 6-90 Turbine Control System

Input signals to the turbine control system are reactor dome pressure and turbinespeed. Outputsignals
are TCV, TSV, and TBV valve positions and the load demand error

Details of the feedwater control system are shown in Figure 6-91.

Waarlnl alpont

Figure6-91 Feedwater Control System
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IstoIPlitgaes to the f redwater x sy'tem arewate leve setpoin: reactox vter levoIsteam, flm, and
feedwotot floyw-. Oitpit sigrnAs aefodwaterpunp speed andvalvpositions.

These modelswere ilemade4u g5AFIRaiongwiththe BISON rnolel te H ok ;ABbi?

6222 Pres e Coatrol System Se C0me*
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potive dist~ibance, the tramsieti sows an almosutinverse respose o ofthe negative disbhance. In
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Figure 6-93 Pressure control (step change) - dome pressure and water level*

6.2.2.3 Feedwater Control System Step Change*

The Feedwater Control System (FWCS) controls the flow of feedwater into the reactor pressure vessel to
maintain water level in the vessel. At rated condition, it is controlled using three elements: measured
water level, feedwater flow, and main steam flow. This test is performed by addition of the
-1+15 cm step change of reactor water level setpoint. The purpose of this test is to measure the response
of the reactor (vessel water level and feedwater flow) and adjust the performance of FWCS in order to
achieve a stable response.
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Figure 6-94 Feedwater control (step change) - APRM, core flow, feedwater flow*
*Reprinted from Proceedings of the 17th International Conference on Nuclear Engineering ICONEl 7,

BELGIUM ICONE17-75127, ABWR Startup Test Analysis with Transient Code BISON,

Copyright 2009, with permission from ASME
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Figure 6-95 Feedwater control (step change) - dome pressure and water level*

Figure 6-94 and Figure 6-95 show a comparison of the analysis result and test data. If the vessel water
level setpoint is changed by -15 cm, feedwater flow is initially decreased in order to reduce the water
level. The feedwater flow reduction causes a decrease in the core inlet sub cooling which causes a
neutron flux reduction. The vessel water level is decreased monotonously and settles down to - 15 cm
from the initial level. After 20 seconds, feedwater flow settles to approximately its initial flow. As for the
step change of positive disturbance, the transient shows an almost inverse response of the negative
disturbance. In Figure 6-94 and Figure 6-95, the analysis results show good agreement with the test data.

6.2.2.4 Recirculation Flow Control System Ramnp Change*

The objective of the recirculation flow control system (RFCS) is to control reactor power by controlling
the flow rate of the core flow. This test is performed by addition of ramp input of a -/+10% change of the
reactor power (load) setpoint. The purpose of this test is to measure the response of the reactor (core
flow, neutron flux) and adjust the performance of the recirculation control system in order to achieve a
stable response.

*Reprinjted from Proceedings of the 17th International Conference on Nuclear Engineering ICONEI 7,
BELGIUMN ICONEl 7-75127, ABWR Startup Test Analysis with Transient Code BISON,

Copyright 21009, with permission from ASME
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Figure 6-96 Recirculation control (ramp change) - APRM, core flow, main steam flow*
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Figure 6-97 Recirculation control (ramp change) - dome pressure and water level*

Figure 6-96 and Figure 6-97 show a comparison of the analysis result and test data. If the load setpoint is
changed by -10%, the core flow decreases in order to reduce the reactor power. The reactor pressure
decreases due to the power reduction, which generates more voids in the reactor, and the vessel water
level initially increase. After about 60 seconds, the reactor has reached a new stable steady-state
condition. As for the ramp change of positive disturbance, the transient shows an almost inverse response
of the negative disturbance. In Figure 6-96 and Figure 6-97, the analysis results show good agreement
with the test data.

*Reprinted from Proceedings of the 17th International Conference on Nuclear Engineering ICONE17, BELGIUM ICONEI 7-

75127, ABWR Startup Test Analysis with Transient Code BISON, Copyright 2009, with permission from ASME
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